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Neutral beam injection based on negative ion beam acceleration and neutralization is

considered for heating and current drive in fusion reactors. Contemporary negative ion sources

operate with a magnetic filter field extending up to the plasma electrode (PE), containing the

extraction aperture [1]. It is generally accepted that a positive PE bias (Vb) reduces the extracted

electron current. In some experiments an optimum Vb for negative ion extraction was found [2-

4]. A possible cause of these effects was suggested in [3]: electrons are trapped in the weak

magnetic field and lost along the field lines, whereas positive and negative ions are not trapped

because of their large Larmor radius. More negative ions arrive from the bulk plasma to ensure

plasma neutrality. However, a definite explanation of the H- ion peak vs Vb is still not available.

The 2-D electrostatic particle simulation [1,5,6] showed that the presence of the weak

magnetic field (without bias of the PE) produces important modifications in the positive ion

flow and as a result in the structure of the plasma potential. A characteristic peak in the plasma

potential (Vp) dependence versus distance to the PE (D) is predicted, in which many negative

ions are localized.

The purpose of this work is to study experimentally the spatial distribution of the plasma

parameters in the vicinity of the PE, using electrostatic probes and laser photodetachment. The

hydrogen plasma is generated by microwaves (2.45 Ghz) in the magnetic multicups chamber

Camembert III, as described in [4, 7]. The effect of Vb on the various plasma parameters

(electron density and temperature, negative ion density, plasma potential) was investigated. The

magnetic field, parallel to the plasma electrode, attained a maximum value of 20 Gauss, at a

distance of 3.3 cm from the PE.

The results indicate that the electron density is reduced when approaching the PE and the

effect increases with the positive bias Vb. This shows that the electrons are efficiently swept

away from the PE neighbourhood due to the applied positive bias. The spatial variation of the

electron temperature indicates that for Vb < Vp the electron temperature is low (0.3  -0.5 eV) at

all the distances studied, but goes up abruptly near the PE when Vb > Vp.

The variation of the negative ion density versus D (Fig. 1) clearly indicates its

enhancement when approaching the plasma electrode, at the distances D where the electron



density is reduced. The optimum value is Vb = 6 V, above which the negative ion density goes

down. An indication of a small plasma potential maximum versus D exists for Vb > 4 V.

The future plans include performing experiments with PE made of materials, suitable for

demonstrating the new method of producing negative ions in cesium free sources, proposed in

[1,8,9]. This method is based on the dissociative electron attachment to vibrationally excited

hydrogen molecules produced by recombinative desorption [10] from the PE surface. The

Fig. 1.  Variation of the negative ion density with distance from the Plasma electrode, for four values of
the plasma electrode bias Vb. Hydrogen pressure 3 mTorr.

study of the dependence of plasma parameters on D provides a method for identifying the

production of negative ions by this process. These results should be useful for understanding

and optimizing the negative ion production and extraction.
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